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5 Steps To An Early Retirement
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The One Page Retirement Plan

Want to retire early... here's how!

First, Ask What is Retirement?

- Retirement is when your investments throw off enough cash every month to pay your bills. *Then you can call your boss and tell him to take a hike!*

How do we do it? 5 Easy Steps

1. **Figure Out How Much Money You Make From Your Investments.** Look at your savings and retirement accounts and add up all the Dividend Income you get over an entire year. Divide your yearly dividend income by 12... and now you know your Monthly Retirement Income.

   a. **Want to make more money? Find the best dividend stocks Here!**

2. **Figure Out What You Spend.** Add up ALL of your monthly expenses. Rent, water, electric, food, and even taxes. Don’t forget other expenses like insurance, health care, and vacations! *I just looked at my checkbook and credit card statements and added up all of those expenses.* Do this for a full year, then divide by 12... that will give you your Monthly Retirement Expense number.

3. **Chart Your Income And Expenses.** This will show you at a glance if you can retire or not!

4. **Adjust Your Spending And Saving.** Not yet ready to retire? Start making adjustments. Three quick things you can do... Cut Expenses... Save More... Earn More on your Investments!

5. **Repeat These Calculations Every Months To Keep On Track!** Once your monthly expenses are LOWER than your monthly income, you can retire knowing everything is paid for!

There you are... The One Page 10 Minute Retirement Plan.

How to Increase Your Retirement Income...
Dividend Stocks

DividendStocksResearch.com the single most useful and trusted online resource for dividend investors.

Dividends are a well known way to generate heaps of income for you to spend in retirement!

If you’re looking for up to date information on the best dividend stocks, Monthly Dividend stocks, or Dividend tax issues please visit DividendStocksResearch.com.

Good Investing...

The Dividend Stocks Research Team

“Investors are opting for dividend-paying shares instead of growth stocks...”

Wall Street Journal - April 7, 2014
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100% Unbiased Pledge: Employees, contractors and owners of DividendStocksResearch.com a website owned by Hyperion Financial Group, LLC. are expressly forbidden from owning any of the securities that they are recommending to subscribers unless clearly identified in their work. Further, no compensation is received from any of the companies mentioned in our reports. This ensures you are getting 100% unbiased research on investments our analysts have come across in their own due diligence.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER: Neither DividendStocksResearch.com a website owned by Hyperion Financial Group, LLC. nor any of its employees or contractors are registered investment advisors or a Broker/Dealer. As such, DividendStocksResearch.com a website owned by Hyperion Financial Group, LLC. does not offer or provide personalized investment advice. No communication by our employees or contractors to you should be deemed as personalized investment advice. Although DividendStocksResearch.com a website owned by Hyperion Financial Group, LLC. employees and contractors may answer general customer service questions, they are not licensed under securities laws to address your particular investment situation. Nothing in this report, nor any communication by our employees or contractors to you should be considered personalized investment advice.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. All information is issued solely for informational purposes and is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy, hold or sell any security. All opinions, analyses and information contained herein are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good faith, but no representation or warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, is made including but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. Investments recommended in this publication should only be made after consulting with your financial advisor.
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